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Metro Mini
Full size

 � Lockable weathertight control box located on back of 
display cabinet

 � No external wiring from controller to sign

 � Safer programming at eye level

 � Better traffic visibility

 � Out of reach of the casual hacker

 � Capacitive touchscreen controller features intuitive 
full‑color interface with large virtual buttons

 � Multi‑level password protection prevents unauthorized 
access

 � NTCIP compliant

 � Energy efficient with superior performance

 � Choose matrix or three-line message display

 � Full-color touchscreen controller

 � Preprogrammed, custom and MUTCD graphics

 � Easiest programming in the industry

The same high visibility and legibility as our 
full-size signs, but with smaller footprint

Wanco® Mini Message Signs are 30% smaller than our full-size signs, 
making them highly maneuverable and easy to deploy.

Choose the sign that's right for your application. Wanco Mini Matrix Signs feature 

a full matrix of highly legible, ultra-bright LEDs to display graphics, text or a 

combination of both. Wanco Mini Three-Line Signs are designed for text messages 

of up to eight characters per line. For optimal positioning, the display cabinet 

rotates independent of the trailer. Raise and lower the sign with the standard 

hand-operated winch or optional hydraulic lift.

All signs feature Wanco's capacitive touchscreen interface for the easiest 

programming in the industry. Large virtual buttons are easy to see and select. 

The touchscreen has nearly instantaneous response and an intuitive menu structure 

that makes easy work of choosing and setting new messages.

Options include the Wanco Traffic Data Classifier System, Modem Package with GPS, 

Fleet Manager, Asset Tracker and radar-based speed detection.

To see or order a Wanco Mini Message Sign, call 800.972.0755 or visit 

wanco.com.

Brief specifications
Deployed footprint, W × L 143 × 96 in (362 × 244 cm)
Sign cabinet size, W × H  96 × 55 in (244 × 140 cm)
Operating height 142 in (361 cm)
Travel height 103 in (262 cm)
Weight, approx. 1580 lb (717 kg)

 Matrix Model WVTM Three-Line Model WVT3
Display 48 × 27 pixels 3 lines of 8 characters
Fonts 12 fonts 1 font
Default font 12.6 in., 5 × 7 pixels per character 15 in., 5 × 7 pixels per character 

3 lines of 8 characters maximum 3 lines of 8 characters maximum
Power Batteries, solar Batteries, solar
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